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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: OLB Quinton Bell, Prairie 

View 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

Why am I doing our first OLB scouting report on a player most have never heard of? I saw a 6’3”/238 

EDGE prospect clock a 4.38 40-time with 23 bench reps and a 41.5” vertical with an 11’4” broad jump at 

his Pro Day – and I was hooked. If any NFL Combine EDGE/LB prospect had posted the same workout 

numbers, he’d be the darling of the NFL Draft, so I had to know more. 

Here’s Bell’s overview/story in a nutshell… 

 -- Was a wide receiver of little regard for three years at Prairie View (2015-2017), then switched to 4-3 

scheme defensive end/EDGE in 2018 and had 7.5 sacks in 10 games in his defensive debut. 

 -- Was a top performer in track and field for Prairie View as well. 

 -- No one cared about him as a draft prospect…until that Pro Day lit up the scouting community. 

  

I scouted Bell’s tape and found what you might expect…he looked like an athletic, big wide receiver 

trying to play 4-3 defensive end. His tape wobbles between him getting blown away by blockers, 

because he’s not a power pass rusher, mixed with him making some speed-plays, showing some closing 

speed that lets you know that 4.38 40-time (4.4s+ with a Pro Day fudge factor) is no joke. 

Unfortunately…the tape is a lot more of Bell getting beat by the better blockers he faced. Regardless, his 

size and athleticism…and the fact that he’s a 1st-year radical position switch – it allows for a lot of 

scouting grace. 

The tape I concentrated on with Bell was his 2018 game against Rice. I wanted to see him against D1 

talent, granted it was his first real game as a defender. My notes from that game, which kinda fit most of 

the notes against better teams… 

 -- Blocked out of plays very easily…almost like he was a 150-pound EDGE guy. If lineman got their hands 

on him, he was done. 

 -- He was so blown out by run blocking, in their game against Rice, he was pulled for much of the 

second half because Rice was abusing him for runs off the right side because Bell was being pushed all 

over. Prairie View was leading into the 4th quarter (and lost at the buzzer) and they held Rice down, in 

part, when they yanked Bell off the field. He just wasn’t ready to fight blockers well in the run game. 
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 -- Part of the issue – he had no pass rush moves. He just tried to run past his blocker and most times he 

was just shoved way off course or pushed backwards. 

 -- However, there were a few plays against Rice when he stunted, or the blocker made a mistake and 

Bell covered ground fast and put some pressure on the QB. There were some ‘flashes’. As the season 

wore on…he flashed more and more. 

  

Really, his 2018 struggles can all be chalked up to transition issues/grace. Talent evaluators will look at 

the Pro Day numbers and be calling him after the draft. I don’t know if he has enough juice to get 

himself grabbed in the 7th-round, but his measurables are so terrific…he just might. 

I think Bell has a couple of things working against him… 

He has that track and field background and those guys tend to crush the NFL Combine events…almost 

bluffing the system in a sense. His athleticism doesn’t explode on tape or guarantee an obvious NFL star. 

However, you can’t ignore the workout numbers either because they are SO good. 

Bell plays defense like a bad track and field wide receiver. All speed. Little instinct. Not much toughness 

or aggression. He could be an ‘A+’ athlete and a ‘D-F’ instinct and desire to rough it up. 

No matter the negatives, his size-athleticism warrant some kind of look and development in the NFL if 

possible. If the minor league football leagues weren’t all going to go out of business an hour after they 

started, Bell would be an excellent candidate for work in the developmental leagues. 

 

  

Quinton Bell, Through the Lens of Our OLB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Honestly, it makes little sense scrutinizing Bell’s stats here…because there’s nothing that exciting, and he 

has the excuse of transitioning. Bell did face two D1 teams (Rice and UNLV) in 2018 and he averaged 1.0 

solo tackles, 4.5 assisted tackles, and 0.0 TFLs or sacks in the two games.  

Bell did register at least 0.5 sacks and at least 0.5 TFLs in each of his final five games. He was making a 

little more impact as his first defensive season went on.  
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2019 Pro Day Measurables… 

6’3.3”/238 

4.38 40-time 

4.31 shuttle, 7.09 three-cone 

23 bench press, 41.5” vertical, 11’4” broad jump  

 

The Historical OLB Prospects to Whom Quinton Bell Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

There are some interesting comparison names for Bell, but in reality – Bell is almost incomparable. His 

measurements are sublime but he’s a one-season defender transitioning from WR. I don’t have many 

players to compare with that background. 

 

OLB 
Grade 

Last First Draft Yr College H H W Tackle 
Strgth 
Metric 

Spd 
Agil 

Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

5.082 Bell Quinton 2019 Prairie View 6 3.3 238 5.27 9.52 8.71 

7.908 Moch Dontay 2011 Nevada 6 1.3 248 7.51 10.36 8.63 

8.458 Reddick Haason 2017 Temple 6 1.4 237 7.48 10.64 9.36 

8.410 Jefferson Malik 2018 Texas 6 2.2 236 10.82 6.34 5.70 

4.756 Levy DeAndre 2009 Wisconsin 6 1.6 236 6.43 8.34 7.75 

10.839 Curry Aaron 2009 Wake Forest 6 1.6 254 10.02 8.36 7.13 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. 

A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability of becoming an 

NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in certain 

instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An 

attempt to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as a gauge of how physical the player 

is and the likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 
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Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more ground. 

Pass Rush Metrics = A combination of the physical measurements, but also proven on-field ability to get 

to the QB/backfield in college. 

  

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Likely undrafted. Rarely does the NFL leap after average/good FCS performers with big Pro Days. He’s a 

priority UDFA look. 

If I was an NFL GM, I’d definitely have him on speed dial as a UDFA but if a background check turned up 

pristine…I might burn a 7th-round pick on an athlete like this to develop and see if I strike gold.   

 

NFL Outlook:    

Will get a shot in training camps, likely pushed into special team play to see if he has a heart for it. 

Perhaps, he flourishes -- and we have a pass rush weapon in development OR he folds under the 

pressure and we never hear from him again…or he gets a look at wide receiver before he disappears 

again.  

 

 

 

 

Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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